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ABSTRACT

This study assessed carbon businesss scenarios and communities' tradeoffs in villages

under TFCG-MJUMITA REDD+ Pilot area. Kinyope village forest (1,306 ha) located

within the REDD+ pilot project area was purposively selected. Forest inventory was done

in the village forest to determine carbon storage potential. By using a sampling intensity of

0.06% sample plots were systematically laid out. Snowball sampling was used to identify

and study forest user groups, and a detailed checklist was used to assess the land uses such

as shifting cultivation, charcoal production, pit-sawying and firewood collection for

undertaking of an economic analysis. The results revealed that the sampled forest had a

carbon storage potential of 69.17 tC ha-1 equivalent to 253.62 tC02e na'. NPV of forest

carbon storage was higher than NPVs of other FRLUs excluding NPV of timber

production (at discounting rate 20% for 20 years project horizon). On average under the

without REDD+ scenario the FRLUs had higher NPV (TZS 14,685,372.58 ha' year")

even at higher interest rates. NPV deference was approximately 2 times more than that of

carbon storage (TZS 7 280 238.31 halyear'). The study suggests opting for REDD+

initiatives as it could reduce pressure on forests. However, it recommends undertaking of

intensive economic analysis to inform communities intending to manage forests for

REDD+ in the country so that they make informed decisions. It also suggests a mixture of

incentives to be introduced so as to compensate for the limited access of managing forests

under REDD+. It proposes integration of REDD+ with other relevant sectoral investiment

plans to facilitate REDD+ implementation.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background Information

Mitigation for climate change resulting from greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is a current

global agenda widely discussed by the international community. The Conference of

Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) CoP

13 held in Bali December 2007 decided to include Reduced Emissions from Deforestation

and Forest Degradation (REDD) for developing countries as a market oriented policy
/'

instrument for the post 2012 Climate Regime (Tacconi et aI., 2009; Bond et aI., 2009).

Payments for emissions reduction are based on the deference between the realized

emissions at the assessment period and the historical emission reference point (Sandker et

aI., 2009; Mollicone et aI., 2007).

The UNFCCC (1992) under Article 1, paragraph 2, defines Climate Change as a human

induced activity which can be direct or indirect but tends to change the composition of the

global atmosphere and which is additive to the natural climate variability noticed for a

comparable duration, usually over 30 years. The objective of the convention is to attain

stabilized atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations to a level that prevent risky

or harmful anthropogenic interference to the climate system (UNFCCC, 1992). The level

being strived for is expected to be achieved within the timeframe that provide room for

ecosystems to naturally adapt to climate change, but also ensuring that food security is not

threatened, and there is sustainable development (UNFCCC, 1992).

Tanzania is one of the developing countries where REDD+ is expected to be implemented

as an instrument to address adverse impacts of climate change that are already experienced
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to environment and human welfare due to adverse climate stressors. These include impacts

on food security, settlements, economic activities, physical infrastructures and natural

resources. It is envisaged that REDD+ will address mitigation and adaptation of these

adverse impacts, and act as a new initiative responsible for sustainable forest management

and poverty reduction. The Government of the United Republic of Tanzania already

shown interest by piloting REDD activities with the aim to achieve its goals for

sustainable forests management (SFM) and alleviate poverty (URT, 2009a).

REDD+ mechanism will involve the rural communities in Tanzania since most forests

and woodlands are located in the rural areas. These communities have their traditional key

livelihood strategies in agriculture, as small-scale farmers (cultivate crops and or keeps

livestock) but lack modem technological skills of production to create surplus (URT,

1997). In addition, their livelihoods depend on the forest products such as poles, fodder for

their livestock and firewood (Skutsch and McCall, 2011).

According to Sathaya et al. (2005) low agricultural productivity can be a limiting factor

for growth particularly where land is required for climate mitigation activities. A small-

scale farmer would require a virgin fertile land by opting to clear forests and woodlands

through activities such as shifting cultivation (Skutsch and McCall, 2011) and hence lead

to what Lebora (2007) reported to be uncontrolled deforestation. This is usually an

immediate low cost available option to farmers in rural areas to increase in productivity

for household consumption. Cattle grazing activity is also common in tropical dry forests

(Skutsch and McCall, 2011); a farmer could as well opt to bum woodlands annually as an

affordable cost effective activity to make available land for pastures for the livestock.

These activities are obviously not compatible to REDD+. However, costs to reorient such
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activities are probably not affordable or do not make economic sense of production for

most small-scale farmers (Bond et al., 2010).

REDD+ is designed to provide incentives to compensate for avoided emissions from land

uses (Tacconi et al., 2009; Bond et al., 2009; and Angelsen et al., 2009). A local

community member would prefer to get as much from REDD to be able to give up land

for emissions reduction and prevent those traditional production methods rendering

implementation of REDD. This study was done to assess local communities' tradeoffs in

the implemention ofREDD+.

l

1.2 Problem Statement and Justification

Tropical forests degradation and deforestation is caused by exploitation of forest products

for subsistence and commercial timber extraction (Skutsch and McCall, 2011). In

Tanzania, about 80% of deforestation is a result of conversion of forests or woodland to

agriculture and fuelwood collection. About 90% of this deforestation occurring annually is

happening in Miombo woodlands which form 95% of forested area of Tanzania (Makundi

and O'Kiting'ati, 2000). Miombo woodlands form part of the vegetation in Lindi Rural

District (Lebora, 2007). A number of socio-economic activities encourage deforestation.

Shifting cultivation has been noted among others to be the cause of deforestation known to

exist in the area (Machumu, 2001). Only 0.3% of the residents in the district can access

electricity as their main source of lighting, whereas 99.4% use firewood and or charcoal as

the main source of energy for cooking (NBS, 2002). Again, according to the 2002

National Population and Housing Census, Lindi Rural District has low rate of population

increase of 1.4% (NBS, 2002), which is even lower than a half that of the national average

of2.9% (NBS, 2006; URT, 2006). But the existing pressure on miombo forests could be a

result of the requirements to meet demand in Dar es Salaam, unsustainable agricultural
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practises and harvesting of forest products for various economic, social or cultural

purposes for their livelihood. The district is among National REDD+ Pilot areas in the

country implemented in collaboration with Tanzania Forest Conservation Group (TFCG)-

MJUMITA and the Central Government (URT, 2010). However, the economic benefit of

implementing REDD in the district is not known, making it among potential barriers for

its implementation (TFCG, 2009).

Drivers of deforestation which include unsustainable agriculture, timber and charcoal

produced for sale beyond the local community bounderies (Skutsch and Solis, 2011),

together with the potential economic opportunity of forest carbon business portray the

need for REDD+ (Angelsen et al., 2009). Land use practises that lead to deforestation or

forest degradation would have to be reoriented towards those in favour ofREDD+ policies

to be able to receive payments for emissions reduction. Deciding land use practices to

employ in the implementation of REDD+ requires the local community to have the

knowledge of economic benefits of REDD+ implementation. The land use choices to be

decided mark tradeoffs the local communities have in implementing REDD+, which have

not been adequitely studied.

There is insufficient empirical information on the local community's tradeoffs in the

implementation of REDD in Tanzania. The economic efficiency of implementing REDD+

in the Tanzanian context has not been empirically established. Also little is known on the

costs they will incur to reorient their land use practises for a purpose of implementing

REDD+.

This study provides information on forest related land use practises in the study area and

potential economic efficiency of forest related land uses, carbon storage potential of
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forests and the opportunity costs of REDD+ implementation. It does add information

necessary for the conservationists in their fight to better protection of forests with a

broader concern for social and economic aspects.

1.3 Objectives

1.3.1 Overall objective

To assess carbon business scenarios and communities' tradeoffs under REDD+ in Lindi

Rural District, Tanzania

1.3.2 Specific objectives

i. To assess carbon storage potential of forests in the study area"-

ii. To undertake economic analysis of forest related land uses

iii. To estimate opportunity cost of forest related land uses with respect to REDD+ in

the study area

iv. To assess REDD+ carbon business scenarios and their implications to forest

related land uses in the study area

1.4 Research Questions

A. What is the carbon storage potential of forests in the study area?

B. What is the net present value of forest related land uses?

C. What is the opportunity cost of forest related land uses with respect to REDD+ in

the study area?

D. What are the scenarios for REDD+ carbon business and what are their implications

to forest related land uses in the study area?
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CHAPTER TWO

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Land use Practises

Land use classification system act as a framework to organize land uses in accordance

with the characteristics that make them different and appear unique. For example, land use

practises in an area may include forests, agroforest, agriculture or pastures (White, 2010).

It is important to note that land uses have higher carbon if they have trees, but then

provide less profit and employment (White and Noordwijk, 2010). Carbon incentives

could raise forest land value to enhance conservation (Sohngen et al., 2008).

Forest sector has long history in its development. Between 1960's and 1980's, for

example, forest policies in most developing countries focused on excelling through large

scale exploitation of forest, commercial forest plantations, and high investment in large

scale timber industries (Kessy and Kingazi, 2009). There was minimal efforts during that

period to develop enterprise culture to include both timber and non-timber forest products

(Kessy and Kingazi, 2009). Increased awareness on contribution of non-timber forest

products has accelerated interests among conservation and development organizations

(Arnold and Ruiz-Perez, 1998; Wollenberg and Ingles, 1998; Neumann and Hirsch, 2000

as cited by Kessy and Kingazi, 2009).

Both forest and agriculture are productive activities practised on land. Production in both

sectors is important for livelihood of people particularly in a developing country like

Tanzania where agriculture is key to the economy of the Country through its contribution

to Gross Domestic Product (GDP), employment (84%) and export earnings (60%) (URT,

1997). According to the Tanzanian Agricultural Census of 2003, recognized small scale
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farmer as a person with 20 square metre to 20 hectare land for crop production and or 1 to

50 heads of goat or sheep or pigs and or between 50 to 1000 chickens or ducks or turkeys

or rabbits (NSCA, 2006). Valuing what is being produced from land by such a small-scale

farmer to earn a living can provide an insight of the value of land when used for

agriculture production. It is possible to compare this to the value of land with timber and

carbon storage. These elicit tradeoffs for a small-scale farmer to decide.

Carbon payments could raise land value, nevertheless, since forest land could alternatively

be used for other purposes such as agriculture, increasing timber creates opportunity cost.

However, long run supply of forest products can be achieved by increasing rotation ages.

Also there are huge production effects in tropics by reducing deforestation obtained by

saving by-products of deforestation (Sohngen et al., 2008).

2.2 Degradation and Deforestation

Degradation refers to reduction in forest quality which specifically implies a low capacity

to store carbon whereas deforestation is the act of converting forests to non-forested land

(White et al., 2010). REDD+ is simply a revised version of REDO, and the Bali Action

Plan in COP 13 of the UNFCCC defined it as "policy approaches and positive incentives

on issues relating to reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation, and

the role of conservation sustainable management of forest and enhancement of forest

carbon stocks in developing countries" (Angelsen, et al., 2009; White et al., 2010).

Through REDD+ it is expected that land use decisions within countries will be influenced

positively. The tool has been designed to ensure conservation and sustainable management

of forests is economically feasible. Countries with forests will have opportunities to sell

carbon credits or receive funds for conservation (White et al., 2010).
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However, the rate of land use change is reported to be high in countries with Miombo

woodlands (e.g. deforestation rate is between 0.2% in Angola to 1.7% in Zimbabwe).

Table 1 shows rates of land use change in countries with miombo forests.

Table 1: Rates of land-use change in miombo ecoregion

Total Forest Annual Rate of Change
Years 2005 1990-200 2000-2005
Country (Area xIOOO ha) (Area xIOOO ha) % Change (Area xIOOO ha) % Change

Tanzania 35,257 -412 -1.0 -412 -1.1

Malawi 3,402 -33 -0.9 -33 -0.9

Mozambique 19,262 -50 -0.3 -50 -0.3

Zambia 42,452 -445 -0.9 -445 -1.0

Zimbabwe 17,540 -313 -1.5 -313 -1.7
...J

Angola 59,104 -125 -0.2 -125 -0.2

Source: Campbell et ai. (2007) as cited by Bond et al. (2010).

Refering to information in Table 1, Tanzania ranks second after Angola in total forest area

occupied by miombo woodland having 35257000 ha. In this case, ifREDD+ initives are

directed to the country there is a potential for large part of the miombo forest to be

conserved. However, interms of its disappearance, the rates have risen in Tanzania from

1.0% between 1990 and 2000 to 1.1% between 200-2005 (Bond et ai., 2010). This

expresses the importance for interventions to be undertaken to halt the situation.

2.3 Primary and Secondary Factors Underlying Deforestation

Deforestation is basically driven by three factors; (1) conversion of woodland to

agriculture and settlements, (2) fuelwood extraction targeted to meet household needs or

sometimes industrial requirements, and (3) harvesting of hardwood timber (Campbell et

ai., 2007 as cited by Bond et al., 2010). The loss of woodlands and services they deliver
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reduce livelihood options in the region, particularly in poverty prime areas where climate

change can possibly raise more livelihood problems (Campbell et aI., 2007, 1989;

Campbell, 2009 as cited by Bond et al., 2010).

2.4 The Carbon Business and Governance

Lovell (2010) reports two main types of global carbon offset market currently being

operated, namely the regulated or compliance market and the voluntary offset market, and

that these markets are interlinked and evolve from a common base in the early 1990s. The

system work in a manner that carbon offset facilitates emission reduction targets to be met

in one location by purchasing emission reductions from a climate mitigation project based

in a different location. This is based on the understanding that there is continually mixing
J

of greenhouse gases in the global atmosphere to a uniform state (Lovell, 2010).

The regulated or compliance market is also known as Clean Development Mechanism

(CDM). It was established by the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 and is governed by the

UNFCCC. The CDM Executive Board is a committee under the UNFCCC directly

responsible for governance of carbon offset. It has the role to show clearly carbon credits

they expect and through project methodologies they have the role to establish standards of

quality demanded (Lovell, 2010).

The voluntary offset market is an informal and operates parallel to the regulated market

(Spiric, 2009). It is currently governed by a mix of non-governmental and private-sector

organizations; producing and consuming voluntary offsets, and encompasses various

actors, including individuals and businesses (Spiric, 2009). Offsets in the voluntary market

are characterized by flexibility, decentralization, diversity and do not have the bureaucracy

in the offset approval as for the compliance market. They have developed independently
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of the International Kyoto Protocol. The carbon credits are traded outside state-based

emissions reduction regulation (Lovell, 2010).

Countries that are non-Kyoto signatory such as the United States of America utilize the

voluntary market, and has been reported to have produced 28% of the voluntary offsets.

Others are the Middle East countries and Asia, which have produced 15% and 45%

respectively (Lovell, 2010). China dominates the compliance market by producing 84% of

the carbon offsets globally (Lovell, 2010).

Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation is not currently included

in the Kyoto Protocol, which means that carbon credits from REDD+ mechanism are

currently being traded through the voluntary market (Spiric, 2009). It has been reported

that reasons for exclusion of conservation activities under REDD+ from the project based

Kyoto protocol's flexible mechanism was risks of leakage and lack of permanence due to

threats from natural and social processes (Miles and Kapos, 2008). Also issues of

baselines, monitoring and uncertainties of measurements and lack of human control

(Spiric, 2009). These are among the issues being addressed in the climate negations before

it is included as a climate mitigation approach.

2.4 Estimation of Land Use Costs and Economic Analysis

2.4.1 Estimation of costs

Estimation of costs of REDD+ is important in providing insights of the manner in which it

may operate. Three cost categories of REDD+ are identified, namely, opportunity costs,

transaction costs, and implementation costs (Bond et al., 2010 and White et al., 2010).

These costs of REDD+ could be addressed to meet necessary requirements for execution

of the REDD+ mechanism.
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2.4.1.1 Opportunity costs

The opportunity costs of land use refer to benefits foregone by the land owner/ land

manager by avoiding undertaking activities that reduce carbon stock. That means,

avoiding undertaking of activities like clearing forests for agriculture, or logging for

timber, fuelwood, or charcoal production. In order to avoid deforestation or change

behaviour of farmers towards conservation it is necessary that REDD+ benefits match or

exceed benefits of those other land uses forgone. Where there are multiple benefits of a

particular land from forest conversion, the opportunity costs are expected to be high as

well. Trade-off assessment is crucial in this area, and this study intends to assess

opportunity cost of REDD+ implementation.

Opportunity cost is the most important category of cost which farmers/forest users would

incur if they decide to reduce rate of forest loss to gain REDD+ payments (Bond et aI.,

2010; White et al., 2010). According to White et al., 2010, they can also take on board

social-cultural costs and indirect costs. The social-cultural costs include those directed to

the livelihoods of people brought about by change of the way of life (Social or cultural

change) for the rural dwellers, as they prevent conversion of forests to other land uses. It is

difficult to measure them in economic terms (White et aI., 2010). Indirect costs refer to

those whereby a change in economic activity such as timber and agriculture to other

productive sectors (in order to avoid deforestation) may affect downstream actors of the

associated product supply chain. However, less activity can potentially have a related effect to

national tax collections. Just like the opportunity cost, indirect costs are not total, their

estimation is possible by difference i.e. with REDD+ against without REDD+ (White et al.,

2010).

2.4.1.2 Implementation costs

The implementation costs of REDD+ are those costs directly associated with performed

actions towards deforestation. For example, strengthening tenure for communities over
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land, patrolling to prevent illegal extraction of wood products, or payments of claimed

compensations intended to cover opportunity costs (Bond et al., 2010; White et al., 2010).

In particular, the elements of implementation cost include costs of administration,

planning, monitoring, verification, brokerage, governance and insurance (Bottcher, et. al.,

2009). The study captured monitoring costs for REDD+ in the analysis of carbon storage

land use.

2.4.1.3 Transaction costs

Transaction costs of REDD+ arise from different parties involved in REDD+ transaction,

for example the supplier and the buyer, and from external parties for example market

regulators, payment system administrator responsible to establish existence of emission

reductions due to a REDD+ programme (White et al., 2010).

Important to note in this study is that opportunity costs (the direct ones) were estimated for

the forgone value of land use practise under crop production, charcoal production,

firewood collection and timber production and were compared to land use value for

managed forests in Lindi Rural district for carbon storage. Given time and resources other

categories of costs were not assessed in this study, they include indirect opportunity costs,

socio-cultural opportunity costs, brokerage costs and transaction costs. This is part of the

limitations for this study.

2.4.2 Economic analysis

In economic analysis of an investment is done to get knowledge of economic performance

of the investment. In line with that it is inevitable that assessment of an economic activity

take into consideration value of production that is not always in monetary form. This is

particularly more evident in rural areas (White et al., 2010). For example inputs of family
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labour or consumption of a portion from a household harvest by the same household are

still part of the services and products that have value despite the fact that they may not be

purchased or sold (White et al., 2010). There other non-market goods and services that the

ecosystems provide which also need to be valued or estimated, such as catchments areas,

which provide water supplies to be used for domestic purposes, agriculture or for

industrial use. Nevertheless, it is a challenge tomake estimates of co-benefits and services

particularly those of water and biodiversity and discussion on whether to include them in

REDD+ polices or not and how are yet to be decided (Ebeling and Fehse 2009; Pagiola

and Bosquet, 2009 as cited by White and Noordwijk, 2010).
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CHAPTER THREE

3.0. MATERIAL AND MEmODS

3.1. Study Area Description

3.1.1. Geographical location

The study was done in Kinyope, Ruhoma and Rutamba ya Sasa villages (Figure 1) in

Lindi Rural District in Tanzania. The district lies between latitude 9° 30' to 10° 45' South

and longitude 38° 45' to 40° 00' East. It is bordered by Ruangwa district to the West,

Kilwa district to the North, Mtwara Region to the South and the Indian Ocean to the

Eastern side. The total area for the district is 7,538 Km2 (URT, 2007).

8.6km
I

Figure 1: Location map ofthe study area in Lindi Rural District, Tanzania.
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3.1.2 The climate

The district experiences two major seasons, the dry and wet seasons. The amount of

annual rainfall in the district varies between 800 mm and 1000 mm which occur between

November and May when the northeast monsoon wind predominates (Lebora, 2007)

whereas the dry season is between June and October (Soko, 2007). Average temperatures

ranges between 24 0 C and 27 0 C, with very small variation between mean monthly

temperatures or day and night temperatures (Lebora, 2007). Temperatures and humidity

are slightly higher to the coast areas than inland (Soko, 2007).

3.1.3 Soil and physical features

The study site has generally well drained red soils, with a range of soil depth from deep to

shallow soils. Soils are fertile along river valleys, and the rivers are seasonally flooded

(Machumu, 2001). However, sandy soil which is less fertile and with low holding

capacities is found in the coastal lowland. Coconuts, cashew nuts, groundnuts can be

grown in this type of soil (Soko, 2007). The district has quite a long coastal line of

approximately 130 km long. Most part of the coastal line is a narrow fringing reef of about

one to two kilometres off shore with a steep slope, dropping to a depth of about 500 m.

The coastal area is dominated by marine coastal limestone with few exceptions where

muddy areas are found (Machumu, 2001).

3.1.4 The vegetation

Vegetation types in the study area include; Miombo woodlands, high forests and

mangrove forests along the coast (Lebora, 2007). In addition, there coastal forests rich in

biodiversity of both flora and fauna; they include Dimba forests reserve, which is adjacent

to Sudi Mangrove Forest Reserve. Other forests include Rondo, Chitoa, Ruawa, Matapwa
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and Mkangala. Miombo woodlands also occupy a reasonable portion of the District

(Machumu, 2001).

3.1.5 The population

Lindi Rural District has a population of about is 181 979 people of whom 86 029 are male

and 95 950 are female (NBS, 2012). The rate of population increase in the district is 1.4%

lower than that of the National average of 2.9% (NBS, 2006). This is has been suggested

to be a result of low fertility and high infant mortality rates (Lebora, 2007). Majority

among the main ethnic groups in the district include the Mwera, Yao and Makonde, while

other ethnic groups are the Ndonde and Machinga (Soko, 2007).

3.1.6 Socio-economic activities

The main economic activities in the study area include farming (crop production and

livestock keeping), Salt production and fishing. Small-scale farmers have been shown to

provide 90% of the total agricultural production in the district (URT, 1997 as cited by

Salum, 2006). Most people in the district use hand hoe for cultivation, therefore only a

small portion of the land is managed to be cultivated. Rice, sorghum, maize, cassava,

cowpeas, and pigeon peas are the main food crops grown. Cash crops cultivated include

cashew-nuts, groundnuts, and sesame. In terms of livestock, the district has an average of

3,120 cattle, 7,650 goats and 1,530 sheep. Overgrazing, wildfires and shifting cultivation

that is used as a means of agriculture expansion are key factors for the disappearing of

woodlands in many areas of the country; Lindi Rural District included (Dallu, 2003).

More often Timber is harvested by pit sawyers, part of which is illegal harvesting resulting

from insufficient control, but also extraction of woodfuel and construction poles by local

communities living adjacent to forests for their livelihood (Dallu, 2003). Beekeeping is

also part of economic activities being practised in the study site. Majority of the villages
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engaged in beekeeping are also same ones involved in forest product harvesting. For

example the Mangrove Project and Utunzaji wa Misitu (UTVMI) (Lebora, 2007).

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Research design

A cross-sectional research design was adopted, whereby the study population was visited

at one point in time. The approach was found to be useful for this study in terms of

expenses, requiring few resources and allowing quick results to be captured. For this

study, captured information is categorized into two, biophysical and socio-economical

information.

3.2.2 Biophysical data collection

3.2.2.1 Sampling design, sampling frame and sample size determination

Forest inventory survey was conducted using NAFORMA approach for biophysical

survey (NAFORMA, 2010) to obtain information on yield per hectare (m3/ha) and tones of

carbon per rrr' (tC/m\ Purposive sampling was done to select Kinyope Village Forest

Reserve for forest inventory survey. The forest is in Kinyope village and has 1,306 ha in

size. Kinyope village is among 17 villages in Lindi Rural District that was under Tanzania

Forest Conservation Group (TFCG)-MJUMITA REDD project. Other managed forests in

Lindi Rural District include Chitoa (7718 ha), Litipo (996 ha), Rondo (14,060 ha),

Makangala, Matapwa, Ruawa, Mtama, Dimba (2682ha) and Sudi (Machumu, 2001; MFA,

2002; Lebora, 2007).

Eleven (11) temporary plots of 0.07065 ha each, were systematically laid in Kinyope

Village Forest Reserve (1306 ha). This is about 0.06% sampling intensity. Transects were

laid starting from the forest boundary. Equipments which were used in setting transects
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included the Geographical Positioning System (GPS), Compass and Tape measure. Along

transects plots were laid systematically whereby interval between plots was about 1 km.

The first plot starting at about 50 m from the forest boundary. Diameter tape and Suunto

hypsometer were used to measure dbh and tree height respectively, and tape measure to

mark plot radius. Soil samples where collected using soil core sampler from each plot at

three different depths which were 0 -10 em, 10-20 cm and 20-30 em. This was done from

tour noints (East. West. North and South) of the outside circle of 15 m radius. The four

samnles from each deeth were combined and sieved. The soil core samnles were then

oven dried to constant weizht for determination of bulk density. and soil nercent carbon

was determined USin2 wet dizesrion method. Fizure 2 shows the nlot size and tree

~~, .
~:~.-::.;h:p~ :O-.P::,,;~:;.P:i:

Radius: 15 m
Trees DBH ~ 20cm

Radius: 10 m
Trees DBH ~ 10cm

Radius: 5m
Trees DBH ~ 5cm

Figure 2: Concentric sample plots: size and tree variables adopted for the study

ONAJF()~,2010)

Concentric plots were used to increase measurements accuracy and save time spent in the

field. Also the use concentric plots ensure that small trees are measured in small plots and

large trees in large plots. Approximately the same number of trees for different size

classes are measured when this arranzement is used rNAFORMA. 2010),
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D Village bounderies

Kinyope Village Forest Reserve

3 o 3 6 Miles- -- -
Figure 3: Map of Kinyope Village Forest Reserve
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Kinyope Village Forest Reserve

N

~E

3 - -- - 6 Miles

Figure 4: Layout of the Transects and Plots in Kinyope Village Forests Reserve

Three transects (running East to West) were laid in Kinyope Village Forest Reserve

(Figure 4). The forest has two parts, Mkomole forest (983ha) on the nothern part of

Kinyope village where two transects were laid and Makangara forest (323ha) in the south

western part of the village where one transect was laid. Eleven temporary plots (PI to PII)

were systematically laid along transects with at least I Ian interval. Where difficult terrain

was observed the closest point to the predetermined plot position was taken.

3.2.2.2 Biophysical data analysis

Tree volume was computed using allometric equation as developed by Malimbwi et al.

(1994) for trees in miombo woodland. The volume equation adopted was:
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Vi = 0.0001 (DBH) t032 (H) i066 (1)

Where, Vi = Volume of the ithtree,

(DBH)i = Diameter at breast height for ithtree (tree diameter taken at 1.3m above ground)

Hi = Height of the ithtree

Since computation of volume required height of each individual tree, a height-diameter

equation was fitted using sampled trees to derive heights for the other trees which were

not measured for height. The fitted equation was:-

hi = 3.955685 (DBH)io345020841 (2)

Where, hi = Height of the ithtree

(DBH)i = Diameter at breast height for ithtree (tree diameter taken at l.3m above ground)

R2
= 85.28%; R2 is the explanatory power ofthe fitted equation.

Estimation of volume per hectare was done as a ratio of average tree volume per plot to

plot area in hectares. Three allometric equations for estimation of biomass (Kg/tree) in

miombo woodland were adopted from Malimbwi et al., 1994. The biomass equations

adopted were:

Roots = 0.0387DBH1.74 HO.69 (3)

All stems (plus branches) = 0.06DBH2012 HO.71 (4)

Roots plus all stems = 0.0IDBHI916Ho74 (5)

Biomass density was presented in ton per hectare (ton/ha). Tree biomass was converted to

carbon through multiplication by 49% (Gibbs et al., 2007).
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3.2.3 Socio-economic data collection

This was also done based on the NAFORMA approach for Socio-economical survey

(NAFORMA, 2010). Lindi Rural District was purposefully selected, from which, three

villages of Kinyope, Ruhoma and Rutamba ya sasa villages were further purposively

selected for this study. The reason for selecting the villages is that they were among 17

villages in Lindi Rural District with communities that were under the Tanzania Forest

Conservation Group (TFCG)-MJUMIT A REDD+ pilot project and have progress in

implementation of the project. Households were stratified based on their main forest

related land use activities they undertake as crop farmers undertaking shifting cultivation,

charcoal makers, pit-sawyers and firewood collectors.

Sampling frame is a list used to identify the target population (Kothari, 2004). Snowball

sampling was used to identify households forming the target population. The reason is that

it was difficult to identify some households of the target population for lack of permits to

lawfully utilise such forest resources without fear of being arrested. Luoga et al. (2000)

argued that charcoal makers though obliged to have paid permits from the villages'

authorities may not always abid to the regulations with intensions to maximize profit.

Households (unit of study) were stratified according to their main forest related land use

activities, whereby a total of 34 households (l3 crop farmers undertaking shifting

cultivation, 7 charcoal makers, 9 pit-sawyers, 5 firewood collectors) where identified

because they had attributes befitting this study and all household heads for each stratum

(i.e 100%) were informants interviewed in the study. The first few respondents were

chosen because they had better characteristics searched for the study, these respondents

suggested other interviewee who had similar attributes searched for, and the chain

continued in this way until all respondents for this study were interviewed.
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3.2.4 Checklists

Checklists were used to collect information from household head. Households involved

included famers undertaking shifting cultivation, charcoal makers, pitsawyers and

firewood collectors.

3.2.5 Socio-economic data analysis

3.2.5.1. Cost benefit analysis

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is most widely used approach in project appraising. The aim

of doing CBA in this assessment is to determine economic returns of forest related land

uses by using Net Present Value (NPV) as a decision criterion.

The formula used for NPV is:-

NPV

n

L
t= 0

(Benefits - Costs)t
t(1 +r)

................................. (6)

Where,

NPV = Net Present Value

r = Discount rate (20%, 25%, 30% and 50%)

t = Time (Year) of running projection

(Benefits-Costs) t = Net Benefits at Year t

n = Number of years in the project planning horizon

According to this criterion, an investment is economically efficient if the NPV is greater

than zero. In this evaluation land use scenarios have been developed and considered; the

scenarios included reserving forest for carbon storage against without REDD+ scenario.

The later scenario implies without REDD+ alternative. According to Kessy (1993) with
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such mutually exclusive alternatives, NPV is the best criterion compared to internal rate of

return and benefit Icost ratio because the last two criterions may be misleading as they do

not show the monetary magnitude of the return.

3.2.5.2. Calculation of net benefits

The following equation was used to deduce net benefits from agriculture production as

adopted from White et al. (2010)

Il = pq-c (7)

Where, fl= Net benefits in Tshs/ha, for agricultural production

p= price of product (crop e.g maize) (TshslKg), q= yield (Kg/ha)

pq= Revenues from output from agricultural

Equations for Net benefits for agricuituralland;

Il= (t,PhQh+ t,PtQ,)-(tCJYi+ t,cm)
........................... (8)

Revenues Costs

Where, Il= Agricultural Net Benefits

(Ph and Qh) =Prices and Multiple market goods and services produced from

agriculture

Pi= Non-market Prices, Qi = non-market goods and services

Cj = Costs of market inputs, Yj = market inputs,

Cj= Cost of non-markets inputs (to be obtained through CVM),

Y k = non-market inputs
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3.2.5.3 Costs and benefits information from forest related land uses

3.2.5.3.1 Carbon storage

Net benefits for forest carbon storage was calculated using the estimate data from forest

inventory for total amount estimated above ground (for tree stem, branches and foliage),

below ground (for the roots) plus soil organic carbon. However, Zahabu (2008) in

Tanzania reported that in miombo woodland average annual sequestration rate of

carbondioxide is 5.03 tC02e ha" year". This value (annual sequestration rate) was used for

estimation of additional carbon storage over a carbon project horizon. The total forest size

was 1306 ha, and carbon market price of USD 3.5 was used, nevertheless, Taiyab (2006)

reported carbon price range of USD 3-7 per tC02e. Also deducting from the estimated

revenue monitoring costs of 1.72 USD/ha as reported by Bottcher et al., (2009), the net

benefit per hectare per year was found as displayed in Appendix 6.

3.2.5.3.2 Shifting cultivation

Shifting cultivation in the study area had some labour costs from land preparation, which

included clearing of forest land and ploughing, also labour cost for seed sowing, costs of

fertilizers and insecticide application, protection from pests, costs of equipments such as

hand hoe and bush knife, labour for harvesting and transport (Appendix 8). Yield obtained

from harvesting of cultivated crops was used to estimate revenue from shifting cultivation,

and the net benefits obtained as a difference of revenue minus costs. Average net benefits

from shifting cultivation (Appendix 6) was then calculated and used in the calculation of

net present value for shifting cultivation

3.2.5.3.3 Charcoal making

The charcoal business involved labour costs for charcoal kiln preparation, tree cutting,

wood collection, parking and burning, equipments costs such as bush knife, axe, spade and
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file, costs of transport and payments for permits. Revenue was calculated from the number

of bags of charcoal obtained (Appendix 8). A 50 kg bag was used in the study area as a

unit of measurements for charcoal business. Net benefit was calculated as a difference

between revenue from charcoal sold and costs incurred in charcoal business. Average net

benefit from charcoal making (Appendix 6) was calculated as a sum of net benefits for

charcoal makers enterprises divided by the number of charcoal makers in the study.

3.2.5.3.4 Firewood collection

Firewood collection involved labour costs for wood collection, transport and costs of

equipments particularly bush knife, axe and file. Revenue from firewood collection was

calculated from the value (in Tanzania shillings) of firewood obtained by firewood

collectors (Appendix 8). Average net revenue for firewood collection (Appendix 6) was

calculated as a sum of net benefits from firewood collectors divided by number of

firewood collectors in the study.

3.2.5.3.5 Pitsawying

Timber extraction by pitsawyers involved labour costs for searching and selecting tree

species for lumbering, equipment expenses such as saws, axe, file, rope, bush knife and

tape measure, transport cost and payments for permits. Revenue from pitsawing was

obtained from the number of pieces of lumber obtained multiply by the price per piece

(Appendix 8). Net benefits from pitsawing was calculated as a difference between revenue

from lumber and costs incurred in the undertaking of the business. Average net benefit

from pitsawying (Appendix 6) was calculated from the sum of net benefits from pitsawers

divided by the number ofpitsawers in the study.
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Costs and benefits information for forest related land uses made foundation for economic

analysis of the forest related land uses. The information was used in the calculation of Net

Present Values (NPVs) of forest reated land uses.

3.2.5.4 Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis was done by varying the discount rates (r) of 20%, 25%, 30% and

50%, and different values of NPV were obtained in the economic analysis for forest

related land uses. Percentages were used in the comparisons ofNPVs.

3.2.5.5 Estimation of opportunity costs

According to Khatua (2011) opportunity cost is the benefit forgone by using an asset for

one purpose rather than another. When considering average net benefits from forest

related land uses; their differences to land use as carbon storage (land use for

implementation of REDD+) is the opportunity cost of adopting it. That is forgoing

benefits from other land uses as shifting cultivation (SHC), charcoal making (CHM),

firewood collection (FWC), and pitsawing (PSW) for carbon storage. This was done by

taking the difference between average net benefit (revenue minus costs) in TZS of a forest

related land use minus net benefit in TZS of carbon storage. The difference is the

opportunity cost, i.e what is forgone from stopping to undertake a particular forest land

use, may it be shifting cultivation, charcoal making, firewood collection or pitsawing

(economic benefit forgone) to get economic benefits of carbon storage.

3.2.5.6 Scenarios assessment

Carbon business scenarios were designed and assessed. The scenarios included:-

1. Carbon storage scenario versus the without REDD+ scenario

2. Carbon storage plus crop production scenario versus the without REDD+ scenario
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3. Carbon storage plus charcoal production scenario versus the without REDD+ scenario

4. Carbon storage plus firewood collection scenario versus the without REDD+ scenario

5. Carbon storage plus timber production scenario versus the without REDD+ scenario

Note: The without REDD+ scenario in this study was assumed to be a situation without

REDD+ intervention

3.2.5.7 Assumptions

i. Discount rates used for sensitivity analysis were 20%, 25%, 30% and 50%. In a

related study by Meiziish (2007) a discount rate of 20% was used in a financial

analysis of REDO and altenate land uses whereas Wiskerke (2008) used a discount

rate of 11.8% for a cost benefit analysis of biomass energy supply in Shinyanga,

Tanzania.

11. The technology used for charcoal production in Lindi Rural District was Earth

Kiln. No respondent was found to have a different method of charcoal production

in the study site apart from this. Luoga et al. (2000) reported similar technology

(Earth Kiln) for charcoal production in Kitulanghalo Forest Reserve.

iii. Since charcoal is usually sold in volume per standard bag; a standard bag refers to

a 50kg bag of sugar according to FAO report on wood fuel survey (FAO, 2012).

The FAO survey revealed that such a bag of charcoal weighs 33 kg (FAO, 2012),

for charcoal produced from normal tropical hardwood with a volume of 1.4

m3/tonne and moisture content of 15 %. Such bags of charcoal were found in Lindi

Rural District, and the consideration in this study is 33kg for such a bag of

charcoal. Luoga et. al. (2000) reported a comparable weight of 35 kg per a bag of

charcoal. In the analysis of productivity of forest land used for charcoal production
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coming from earth kiln, conversion of charcoal to roundwood volume was done.

According to the same FAO report on wood fuel survey such conversion range

froml0 m3/ton to 27 m3/ton of charcoal. Therefore an average value of 18.5

m3/tonne of charcoal was used in this study. Using this factor and knowing yield of

forest land in volume per hectare, it was possible to estimate the amount of

charcoal that could be produced per hectare, using the earth kiln method.

IV. In estimation of value of forest land as used for timber production (pitsawing), an

average recovery rate from pitsawing was considered to be 40%. According to

Odokonyero (2005) recovery rate ranges from 25% to 55% for pitsawn timber

production from natural forest. Therefore, knowing the volume of pitsawn timber

and this factor, it was possible to estimate a roundwood volume (by adding 60% of

timber volume produced from pitsawing) harvested from a forest land.

v. Market prices of the products from forest related land uses were captured from

respondents.
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CHAPTER FOUR

4.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Carbon Storage Potential of Forests in Lindi Rural District

Stand parameters which include stem density in terms of number of stems per ha (N),

basal area (G, m2lha), volume (V, m3lha) and biomass were estimated from forest survey

data. An average of 540 stems per hectare in Kinyope VFR was observed. In a similar

bioma in Urumwa VFR Njana (2008) observed 583 stems per hectare in Tabora-Tanzania.

However, Giliba et al. (2011) reported 616 stems per hectare in Bureku FR, Babati,

Tanzania, Malimbwi et al. (2005) reported 1405 stems per hectare in general lands and

618 stems per hectare in reserved forests in Kitulanghalo- Tanzania, whereas

Nduwamungu (1996) reported 691 stems per hectare in Kitulanghalo-Tanzania.

A basal area of 15.1 m2 ha-1 and volume of 109.5 m3 ha-1 were observed in this study. The

range for basal area in miombo woodland has been reported to be between 7and 25 m2 per

hectare (Strang, 1974; Chidumayo, 1987; Lowore et al., 1994; Nduwamungu and

Malimbwi, 1997; Zahabu, 2001; Mafupa, 2006; Mohamed, 2006: Njana, 2008) whereas

standing volumes ranges from 14 m3 ha" in dry miombo woodlands of Malawi (Lowore et

al., 1994) to 117 m3 ha' in Zambian wet miombo woodlands (Chidumayo, 1988). The

observation is that basal area and standing volumes for miombo woodland of Kinyope FR

falls within the same ranges of stocking in miombo ecoregion. Total tree biomass was

observed to be 91.87 ton/ha. Above ground biomass (all stems and branches) was

observed to be 69.69 ton/ha whereas below ground biomass (roots biomass) was 17.92

ton/ha. The conversion factor of 49% for tree carbon density was used to estimate amount

of carbon per hectare, which was found to be 34.15 tClha for all stems and branches

included and 8.78 tClha for roots (Table 4). Total tree carbon density was observed to be
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45.02 tC/ha. This value of carbon density (45.02 tClha) is equivalent to 165.06 tC02e/ha

when tree carbon density in tons of carbon per hectare is multiplied by 3.6666 factor, to

convent it to equivalent weights of carbondioxide (C02).

Table 2: Tree carbon storage

Carbon density (tC/ha) Total Total
tC/ha tC02/ha

Above ground carbon Sub-total Below Sub- Above Above
above ground total and and below
ground C carbon below below ground

ground ground equivalent
C C tC02elha

tC/ha tClha tClha tClha tC02e/ha
All stems and branches Roots

34.15 34.15 8.78 8.78 45.02 165.06

The 165.06 tC02/ha stored above and below ground alone has potential for use in carbon

market for the benefits of Kinyope village in Lindi Rural. Activities that may cause

linkages of carbon could be avaoided to maximize benefits from carbon business.

Figure 5 presents soil organic carbon data analysed by using wet digestion method. Three

curves were observed. The curves were based on the three soil depths (0-10 em, 10-20 cm

and 20-30 em) from which soil samples for assessment of soil carbon were taken. The top

most curve shows higher percentage organic carbon on the top soil with depth between 0-

10 em, followed by the curve for percentage soil organic carbon at depth between 10-20

em and the lowest curve is the one representing lowest percentage organic carbon found at

soil depth of20-30 em.
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Figure 5: Curves for percentage soil organic carbon at different soil depths
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The deeper the soil horizon is situated the less carbon content in the soil is found.

However, this top 30cm deep soil has a notable amount of carbon that could be used for

the carbon business.

Soil bulk density was also assessed. It has been observed that as you go deep the soil

horizon, bulk density tends to increase, this is because of the presence of more organic

matter (less denser) on the upper soil than the deep soil horizons. On average, the top most

soil horizon (O-lOcm) had smaller bulk density (1.5 gm cc"), middle horizon having

higher bulk density (1.65 gm cc") than the top most horizon, and the deepest soil horizon

was observed to have the highest bulk density (1.69 gm cc"). Figure 6 shows three curves

representing bulk density at different soil depths.
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Figure 5: Curves for percentage soil organic carbon at different soil depths

The deeper the soil horizon is situated the less carbon content in the soil is found.

However, this top 30cm deep soil has a notable amount of carbon that could be used for

the carbon business.

Soil bulk density was also assessed. It has been observed that as you go deep the soil

horizon, bulk density tends to increase, this is because of the presence of more organic

matter (less denser) on the upper soil than the deep soil horizons. On average, the top most

soil horizon (O-lOcm) had smaller bulk density (1.5 grn cc'), middle horizon having

higher bulk density (1.65 grn cc") than the top most horizon, and the deepest soil horizon

was observed to have the highest bulk density (1.69 grn cc'). Figure 6 shows three curves

representing bulk density at different soil depths.
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Figure 6: Soil bulk density at different soil depths

The top most curve shows higher bulk density on the deepest soil with depth between 20-

30 em, followed by the curve for bulk density at depth between 10-20 ern and the lowest

curve is the one representing lowest bulk density found at the top most soil with depth

between 0-10 em.

Fig. 7 is a graphical representation of the equivalent amount of carbondioxide reserved at

three levels of soil depths; 0-10cm, 10-20cm and 20-30cm, in Kinyope village forest

reserve. It has been confirmed that the graph slopes downward, showing that there is more

carbon reserved in the top soil and less in the deeper soil horizon.
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Figure 7: Equivalent amount of carbon stored in 3 levels of soil depths

The three soil horizons as depicted by the curve in Fig. 7 retain a of total 88.56 te02 ha",

In this case forest soils have potential economic value in the carbon business. Activities

such as shifting cultivation could lower carbon through emission of forest soil carbon, and

therefore cast away the potential to benefit from it.

Table 3: Carbon density in Kinyope village forest reserve

Sno Carbon density tons C/ha tons C02/ha
Above ground carbon
All stems and branches 34.15 125.21

2 Below ground carbon
Roots 8.78 32.20

... Total tree carbon.)

Roots + all stems and branches 45.02 165.06

4 Soil carbon
0-10cm 10.72 39.30

Soil depth 10-20cm 8.01 29.37
20-30cm 5.42 19.89

Sub-total soil carbon 24.15 88.56
Total 69.17 253.62
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The study found that there is potential amount of carbon stored in Kinyope VFR, that was

observed to be 69.17 tC ha" equivalent to 253.62 tC02 ha-l from above ground, below

ground and in the forest soil (Table 3). This capacity of carbon storage of forests in the

study area could make their conservation significant in mitigating global carbon emission

(Munishi and Shear, 2004). The study also observed carbon density in different

components of the forest land in Kinyope Village Forest Reserve (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8: Carbon density in different components of Kinyope village forest reserve

The curve reveals that there is more carbon (10.72 tC ha") reserved in the upper soil

horizon (0-10 ern) than that which is reserved in the roots (8.78 tC ha"), The middle soil

horizon (10-20 em) reserves carbon (8.01 tC ha') comparable to that reserved in the roots

(8.78 tC ha"). However, the study found that most of the carbon is stored in the tree stems

and branches (34.15 tC ha"), which are in fact the most needed components of a forest for

various uses including timber, charcoal, and for firewood. The smallest amount of carbon

(5.42 tC ha-l) is reserved in the deep soil horizon (20-30 ern). However, all these

components of the forest are important as reserves of carbon.
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4.2 Economic analysis of forest related land uses

In the undertaking of economic analysis of forest related land uses, NPV values for forest

related land uses were calculated and comparison ofNPV values at different discount rates

(r) of 20%, 25%, 30% and 50% for a 20 years project horizon were done. Table 4 shows

the NPV values for forest related land uses. At r =20%, NPV for carbon storage was

observed to be higher than those for shifting cultivation by 58.69%, charcoal making by

40.03% and firewood by 51.78%, but was five times less than NPV for pitsawing .. These

results suggests that carbon has higher economic value as compared to shifting cultivation,

charcoal and firewood but has lower economic value when compared timber.

Table 4: NPV for forest related land uses for a 20 years project horizon
Forest related land use Averages Discount rates ( r )

r=20% r=25% r=30% r=50%
TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year
Average costs

Carbon storage 2666.00 2666.00 2666.00 2666.00 2666.00
Shifting cultivation 918592.25 918592.25 918592.25 918592.25 918592.25
Charcoal Making 710750.92 710750.92 710750.92 710750.92 710750.92
Firewood collection 371 324.80 371 324.80 371 324.80 371324.80 371324.80
Pitsawing 5304807.59 5304807.59 5304807.59 5304807.59 5 304807.59

Average benefits
Carbon storage 1635 122.13 1635122.13 1635122.13 1635122.13 1635122.13
Shifting cultivation I 860699.49 I 860699.49 1 860699.49 1 860699.49 1860699.49
Charcoal making 1774758.98 1774758.98 1774758.98 1774758.98 1774758.98
Firewood collection I 356300.00 I 356300.00 1356300.00 1356300.00 I 356300.00
Pitsawing 14 373 041.25 14373041.25 14 373 041.25 14373041.25 14373041.25

Average net benefits
Carbon storage 1 632456.13 I 632456.13 1632456.13 1632456.13 I 632456.13
Shifting cultivation 942107.25 942107.25 942107.25 942107.25 942 107.25
Charcoal Making 1064008.06 1064008.06 1064008.06 1064008.06 1064008.06
Firewood collection 984975.20 984975.20 984975.20 984975.20 984975.20
Pitsawing 9068233.66 9068233.66 9068233.66 9068233.66 9068233.66

Net Present Values (NPV)
Carbon storage 7280238.31 5835963.08 4845352.72 2854408.99
Shifting cultivation 4587666.37 3 724981.97 3 123833.62 I 883647.86
Charcoal making 5198921.83 4221294.34 3 540049.66 2134622.96
Firewood collection 4796415.27 3894476.84 3265974.91 I 969357.98
Pitsawing 44 158486.85 35 854 736.18 30068 395.27 18131013.16
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Plate 1: Forest land
being cleared

Plate 2: Wood debris
collected and
burnt

Plate 3: Forest land is
tilled for crop
farming

When the discount rate was changed to r = 25% under same project horizon (20 years),

NPV for carbon storage decreased by 24.75%, whereas NPVs for shifting cultivation,

charcoal making, firewood collection and pitsawing decreased by 23.16% each. However,

NPV differences between them were highly comparable to those when discount rate was

only 20%. Under the discount rate (R=25%), the NPV of carbon storage was observed to

be higher than those for shifting cultivation by 56.67%, charcoal making by 38.25% and

firewood by 49.85%. NPV for pitsawing was observed to be five times greater than NPV

for carbon storage. Charcoal makers were observed in the study area. Plate 4 shows one of

the charcoal makers with bags of charcoal on a bicycle.
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Plate 4: Charcoal maker with bags of chacoal parked on a bicycle

So, raising discount rate to 25% did not change the NPV for carbon storage i.e it was

higher than for shifting cultivation, charcoal making and firewood collection and remained

to be five times less than that for pitsawing. This was still the case, even when discount

rate changes from r = 20% to r = 25% i.e carbon storage was slightly higher (24.71%)

when compared with other forest related land uses (23.16%).

Plate 5: Abandoned pit used for
sawing timber

Plate 6: Stumps and logs left on forest
floor
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At a discount rate r = 30%, observations were that NPV for carbon storage decreased by

50.25%, whereas NPVs for shifting cultivation, charcoal making, firewood collection and

pitsawying decreased similarly by 46.86% each, when the discount rate was changed from

20% to 30%.

Again, the NPV of carbon storage was greater than that for shifting cultivation (by

55.11 %), charcoal making (by 36.87%), firewood collection (by 48.36%), and was five

times less than that for pitsawing.

According to these observations, the NPV of carbon storage will decrease by half when

discount rate changes from 20% to 30%, but even with that decrease it was still greater

than NPV of shifting cultivation, charcoal making, and firewood collection, and was less

than that for timber production. Arguably, it is possible that pitsawing business has greater

returns than other forest related land uses.

It can therefore be translated from these results that investing in carbon storage could be

economically efficient as compared to several other forest related land uses namely

shifting cultivation, charcoal making and firewood collection. Yet, on the other hand,

timber production has greater returns to investment as compared to carbon storage.

Sensitivity analysis undertaken by varying discount rates indicates robustness of the

estimated economic performance for forest related land uses (Eono and Harrison, 2002).

The NPV values for forest related land uses were positive, indicating favarable condition

for investiment even at a discount rate of 50%.
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4.3 Opportunity Cost of Forest Related Landuses with Respect to REDD+

The study observed the opportunity cost of forest related land uses (FRLUs) to carbon

storage land use (Table 5). The opportunity cost was deduced from the differences in

average net benefits of FRLUs to carbon storage land use.

Table 5: Opportunity cost of FRLUs to carbon storage

Sno Land Uses (LUs)
Average net benefits
(TShs/ha/yr)

Opportunity cost to carbon storage
(TShs/ha/yr)

1 Carbon storage (CST) 1 632456.13 0.00

2 Shifting cultivation
(SHC)

942 107.25 - 690 348.88

3 Charcoal making
(CHM)

1 067632.55 -564 823.58

4 Firewood collection
(FWC)

5 Pitsawing (PSW)

984975.20 -647480.93

9068233.66 7435777.54

The opportunity cost of other land uses to carbon storage is negative for shifting

cultivation (TZS - 690 348.88 ha" yr"), charcoal making (TZS -564 823.58 ha' y(l) and

firewood collection (TZS -647 480.93 ha" yr'), while for pitsawyers opportunity cost is

positive (TZS 7435 777.54 ha-l yr'), since timber production business has larger average

net benefit than the estimated average net benefit of carbon storage. This implies that

pitsawyers would have tradeoff by TZS 7435777.54 ha-l yr' ifREDD+ project is opted.

The positive opportunity cost is a suggestion that timber production has a much greater

tradeoff to the carbon storage. In particular, the economic value by which timber

production (pitsawying) exceed forest carbon storage as a land use is TZS 7 435 777.54

ha-l yr" (Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Opportunity cost of forest related land uses with respect to REDD+

Legend:

CST = Carbon storage, FWC = Firewood Collection, CHM = Charcoal Making,
PSW = Pitsawying and SHC = Shifting Cultivation

However, Blomley and Tennigkeit (2012) noted that opportunity costs of reducing forest

emissions vary considerably where different locations are compared, even when it refers to

similar land use changes. For the Jane Goodall site in Kigoma (western Tanzania), it was

observed that unsustainable timber production and shifting cultivation have higher

opportunity cost if emissions are to be avoided (Blomley and Tennigkeit, 2012).

4.4 Carbon Business Scenarios and their Implications to Forest Related Land Uses

4.4.1 Carbon storage scenario versus without REDD+ scenario

Scenarios for REDD+ implementation include carbon storage scenario (i.e with REDD+

scenario) against without REDD+ scenario. This assessment provides an estimation of

magnitude by which economic performance under carbon storage (REDD+) is weighed

against economic performance of not undertaking carbon storage business.
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The carbon storage scenario has an NPV ofTZS 7280238.31 ha' y(l at a discount rate of

20% for a 20 years project horizon. Whereas for the without REDD+ scenario an average

NPV was deduced from shifting cultivation (NPV= TZS 4 587 666.37 ha' yr"), charcoal

making (NPV= TZS 5 198921.83 ha" yr'), firewood collection (NPV= TZS 4 796 415.27

ha' yr') and pitsawying (NPV= TZS 44 158 486.85 ha" yr"), when a discount rate of

20% on a 20 years project horizon was found to be TZS 14 685 372.58 ha" yr'.

According to these figures the NPV of without REDD+ scenario is approximately two

times the NPV of undertaking carbon storage land use scenario.
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Figure 10: Carbon storage versus without REDD+ scenario

Considering the economic performance of carbon storage versus without REDD+ scenario

(Fig. 10), the REDD+ implimentation scenario is not economically plausible, since NPV

for the without REDD+ scenario are far greater than those from carbon storage scenario.

The implication is that giving more limited access to manage the forests for REDD+

would need a mixture of incentives such as investment on income generating activities and

ensuring of social safeguards. Blomley and Tennigkeit (2012) reported that anticipated

revenue from REDD+ cannot be expected to cover all REDD+ costs for
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projects aiming to address drivers of deforestation. Intergration of REDD+ with other

sectoral investment plans particularly agriculture and energy has been suggested to ensure

plans are harmonized and therefore minimize REDD+ implementation costs (Blomley and

Tennigkeit,2012).

4.4.2 Carbon storage plus crop production versus the without REDD+ scenario

The NPV of shifting cultivation as a means of crop production in this study was assumed

to be equivalent to the minimum returns to investment expected for intensified crop

production to be consireded a viable production in Lindi Rural. Shifting cultivators would

seek greater yield from crop farming by searching for fertile land through deforestation.

Crop production "intensification" of this nature though could have several negative

externalities including carbon emission from forest soil and soil erosion, provides

economic incentives for shifting cultivators to continue undertaking it. Therefore

according to this assumption NPV for crop production with minimal crop yield

intensification (shifting cultivation) was TZS 4 587 666.37 ha' yr' at 20% discount rate

and for a 20 years project horizon.

The sum of NPV at a discount rate of 20% for a 20 years project horizon for carbon

storage (NPV = TZS 7 280 238.31 ha" yr') and crop production with minimal

intensification (NPV= TZS 4 587 666.37 ha' yr") is TZS 11 867 904.68 ha-1 yr'. When

these returns to investment are compared to the economic returns from the without

REDD+ scenario where NPV is TZS 14685372.58 ha-1 yr' at a discount rate of20% for

a 20 years project horizon; the without REDD+ scenario is 1.2 times the sum of economic

returns from carbon storage and crop production that only meet minimum economic

returns of intensified crop production.
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Figure 11: Carbon storage and crop production vs the without REDD+ scenario

The economic performance of carbon storage and crop production versus without REDD+

(Fig. 11) suggest that the combination (carbon storage and crop production scenario) is

hard to parsuade as a REDD+ implimentation mechanism, since the economic returns

from the without REDD+ scenario exceeds by 23.74% those from carbon storage and crop

production intensification that only meet minimum economic returns of crop production.

However, in Kigoma (western Tanzania) where shifting cultivation had high opportunity

cost in avoiding emissions, the JGI project decided to invest USD 8.9 ha·1 year" to

generate revenue and benefits that address the opportunity costs of USD 2 806 ha" for

agriculture (Blomley and Tennigkeit, 2012).

4.4.3 Carbon storage plus charcoal production versus without REDD+ scenario

The sum of NPV at a discount rate of 20% for a 20 years project horizon for carbon

storage (NPV = TZS 7280238.31 ha' yr") and charcoal production (NPV= TZS 5 198

921.83 ha-I yr') is TZS 12 479 160.14 ha-I yr'. The combination is possible where

assessment of mean annual increment, carbon sequestration rate and regeneration rate of
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tree species in the forests is undertaken and observed to ensure that both goals (REDD+

and charcoal production) are achieved. When the two combined are compared with returns

for the without REDD+ scenario, the NPV for the without REDD+ scenario is greater than

the aggregate of the carbon storage and charcoal production by 17.68 %.
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Figure 12: Carbon storage and charcoal production vs the without REDD+ scenario

The economic performance of carbon storage and charcoal production versus without

REDD+ (Figure 12) suggest an implementation scenario for REDD+ where the economic

performance of the without REDD+ scenario outways the economic performance of the

carbon storage and charcoal production scenario (by 17.68%). Luoga et al. (2000) reported

a positive NPV for charcoal production of USD 306 for a 15 years project horizon at a

discount rate of 12%. Despite of such an economic performance in charcoal production the

argument was that it was attributable to lack of concern to negative externalities, and lack

of income generating activities (Luoga et al., 2000).

However, charcoal production that takes into account ecological aspects of the forests, to

maintain forest land productivity is important. This could be possible where carbon
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benefits are intergrated with benefits from ecologically considerate charcoal production as

a means to maximize economic incentives from forests. However, it is reported that in

combining charcoal production with REDD+ projects, strategies must be to reduce

demands for charcoal production, which is a characteristic that have been revealed under

PFM in supporting a broader process of rural development (Blomley and Tennigkeit,

2012).

4.4.4 Carbon storage plus firewood collection versus business as usual scenario

A combination ofNPVs at a discount rate of20% for a 20 years project horizon for carbon

storage (NPV = TZS 7 280 238.31 ha" yr") and firewood collection (NPV= TZS 4 796

415.27 ha" yr') is TZS ha" yr'. When these economic returns are compared to those from

the without REDD+ scenario (TZS 14 685 372.58 ha-1 yr') at a discount rate of 20% for a

20 years project horizon, the without REDD+ scenario is 19.71% greater than the

combination of economic returns from carbon storage and firewood collection.
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Figure 13: Carbon storage plus firewood collection vs the without REDD+ scenario
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The economic performance of carbon storage plus firewood collection versus without

REDD+ (Figure 13) suggest a possible REDD+ implementation scenario. The

combination is possible where assessment of mean annual increment, carbon sequestration

rate and regeneration rate of tree species in the forests is undertaken and observed to

guarantee both purposes (REDD+ and firewood collection) are achieved. However, it is

observed that the economic performance of the without REDD+ scenario outways those

from carbon storage and firewood collection scenario. In miombo forests firewood has

been noted to have second highest use value after charcoal (Luoga et aI., 2000). This

suggests the necessity to include firewood collection in REDD+ implementation in the

manner that is ecologically and socially acceptable. However, this study observed a

negative opportunity cost for firewood collection in reducing forest emissions as it was

observed by Blomley and Tennigkeit, (2012). Implicating that reducing unsustainable

firewood firewood collection generates net earnings rather than costs (Blomley and

Tennigkeit, 2012).

4.4.5 Carbon storage plus timber production versus without REDD+ scenario

The sum of NPV at a discount rate of 20% for a 20 years project horizon for carbon

storage (NPV = TZS 7 280 238.31 ha" yr") and timber production (NPV= 44 158486. 85

TZS ha" yr") was TZS 51 438 725.16 ha" yr'. When these economic returns are

compared to the economic returns of the without REDD+ scenario (NPV = TZS 14 685

372.58 ha-1 yr') at a discount rate of 20% for a 20 years project horizon, the combination

economic returns from carbon storage and timber production was 3.50 times greater than

economic returns of the without REDD+ scenario.
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Figure 14: Carbon storage and timber production versus without REDD+ scenario

Since the economic returns under carbon storage and timber production scenario are far

greater than economic returns from the without REDD+ scenario, the suggestion is that

REDD+ implementation may be possible where the mechanism encompasses certified

timber harvesting, which is produced from sustainably managed forests to meet economic

requirements of the communities under REDD+. This is possible where careful

investigation for mean annual increment, carbon sequestration rate and regeneration rate

of tree species in the forests is undertaken and observed to guarantee both aims (REDD+

and timber harvesting) are achieved.

Tolfts (1998) reported that small scale timber producers can access ecotimber markets

with higher prices in Western Countries. Certification is increasingly becaming a key

strategy in marketing timber, and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) has been reported to

be the most convenient accreditor of certification for community-based timber production

(Tolf, 1998). However, in a related situation, Mpingo Conservation and Development

Initiative (MCDI) combined FSC certification with access to carbon markets through
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REDD+ in order to address challenges of managing forests under Participatory Forest

Management (PFM) (MCDI, 2012).
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CHAPTER FIVE

5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

This study concludes that there is substantial amount of carbon stored in Kinyope Village

Forest Reserve (253.62 tC02e ha"), It is prudent to use this forest resource in Lindi Rural

District for REDD+ initiatives. Miombo forests are threatened by increasing shifting

cultivation, fuelwood collection and commercial timber extraction (Munishi and Shear,

2004). REDD+ initiative could halt the existing pressure on forests.

All forest related land uses (FRLUs) under this study had vital economic contribution to

households. Carbon storage had greater economic value than several land uses such as

shifting cultivation, charcoal making and firewood collection. However, NPV for carbon

storage was five times less than that for timber production.

Economic benefits from carbon storage alone may not be sufficient alternative for halting

unsustainable timber production. The study observed the highest opportunity cost to be

that of timber production to carbon storage (TZS 7 435 777.54 million ha-1 year').

However, opportunity cost of shifting cultivation to carbon storage was negative and

lowest (- TZS 690348.88 ha' year").

The study also concluded that a change in land use policy by giving more limited access to

manage forests for carbon storage under REDD+ would require investments in alternative

income generating activities that are environmentally friendly to ensure social safeguards.

Under the without REDD+ scenario NPV was on average found to be two times greater
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than that for carbon storage, which necessitate alternative income generation to

supplement income from REDD+ implementation.

5.2 Recommendations

i. The study recommends that decision to use carbon available in the communities

forests should be based on intensive economic analysis to provide knowledge to

forest communities managing forests in the country to be able to make informed

decisions

II. Alternative income generating activities should be initiated and undertaken to

compensate for the loss of economic contributions to households earned in the

absence of REDD+ initiative. The study observed economic earnings from FRLUs

to household. Under scenario assessment of tradeoffs, even with combination of

economic earnings from one of each FRLUs (excluding timber production) with

economic earnings from carbon storage, the combinations were outweighed by the

economic earnings of the without REDD+ scenario where REDD+ initiative is not

undertaken.

iii. REDD+ initiative could involve sustainable timber harvesting which is possible

after careful investigation for mean annual increment, carbon sequestration rate

and regeneration rate of tree species in the forests is done to ensure both goals

(REDD+ and timber harvesting) are achieved. Timber production is a highly

lucrative investment; this has been observed in economic analysis and in the

scenario assessments of tradeoffs in this study. The study therefore recommends

REDD+ to include certified timber harvesting from sustainably managed forests in

order to minimise the potential threat to the implementation of REDD+ projects

that can be sensed from its high opportunity cost to REDD+.
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iv. The study also recommends a mixture of incentives to be incoporated in the

REDD+ mechanism so as to support environmentally friendly income generating

activities to promote forests conservation and or sustainable utilization of forest

products. Under scenario assessments of tradeoffs, the study realized a greater

economic performance for forest related activities undertaken without REDD+

alternative than with the REDD+ alternative. Incentives such as agricultural farm

inputs could be provided to farmers with the aim to motivate environmentally

friendly agricultural practices. This can be achieved through intergration of

REDD+ with other relevant sectoral investment plans. For example agricultural

and energy sectors investment plans could be integrated with REDD+ to ensure

harmonization of activities and faciliatate REDD+ implementation (Blomley and

Tennigkeit, 2012).
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1: Inventory data sheet

REGION .

DISTRICT DIVISION WARD VILLAGE .

NAME OF THE FOREST STRATUM NO TRANSECT NO .

PLOT NO PLOT SIZE SLOPE .

ASPECT ALTITUDE (M.A.S.L) SOIL TyPE .

DATE OF INVENTORy .

DESCRIPTION OF THE
AREA .

VEGETATION
TyPE .

Damage e.g. Fire/illegal felling, animal
damage) .

......
SINO LOCAL NAME SCIENTIFIC DIAMETER HEIGHT MAIN OTHER

NAME USES USES
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Appendix 2: Checklist for households undertaking shifting cultivation

A. General information
Date .
Village name .

Region .
Ward .

District. .
Division .

B. Interviewee particulars
Name................................... Age............. Sex .
Number of household members .

Marital Status .

C. Research information
1. What made you to come to live here?

2. How did you acquire land?

3. (a) What do you cultivate?

(b) How many times per year? .
4. (a) What is the size of your farm? .

(b) For how long have you been undertaking this business? .

5 A ... d lctivities an Inputs
SINo. Activities Input Market price

Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total cost
(Tshs)

5.1 Land preparation Frequency
(Duration till
new land is
cleared; in
years)

5.1.1 Area cleared Ha
5.1.2 Labour Mandays

5.2 Ploughing Type
(Tractor/Han
d hoe)

5.2.1 Area ploughed Ha

SINo. Activities Type Input Market price

Units Quantity Tshs/uni Total cost
t (Tshs)

5.2.2 Labour Mandays

5.3 Seed sowing Type of seeds
5.3.1 Seeds Kgs
5.3.2 Labour Mandays

5.4 Fertilizer application Type
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5.4.1 Fertilizer Kgs
5.4.2 Labour Mandays

5.5 Insecticides/Pesticides Type
application

5.5.1 Insecticides/Pesticides Kgs
5.5.2 Labour Mandays

Activities Input Market price

Units Quantity Tshs/u Total cost
nit (Tshs)

5.6 Irrigation
5.6.1 Number of irrigation activities Number

required per season
5.6.2 Labour Mandays

5.7 Weeding
5.7.1 Number of weeding activities required Number

per season
5.7.2 Labour Mandays

5.8 Equipments Type Units Quantity Tshs/u Total cost
nit (Tshs)

Pieces
(Pcs)

5.9 Harvesting Units Quantity Tshs/u Total
nit Revenue/cos

t (Tshs)
5.9.1 Yield amount Kgs
5.9.2 Labour Mandays
5.9.3 Transportation Tshs

6. What is the future plan for your farm? Is it expansion? .

7. What do you need to stop practising shifting cultivation? .

THE END

THANK YOU!!
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Form No: .

Appendix 3: Checklist for charcoal makers

A. General information

Date . Region . District. .

Village name . Ward . Division .

B. Interviewee particulars

Name................................... Age............. Sex .
Number of household members .

Marital Status ..~ .

C. Research information

1. Which tree species do you usually use for charcoal?

2. (a) For how long have you been undertaking this business? .

(b) Charcoal preparation and collection by season

Dry season Wet season
Units Units
No. bags / month No. bags /month
Weight/bag (Kg) Weight/bag (Kg)

3. Activities and inputs

SINo. Activities Input Market price

3.1 Site preparation (for Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total cost
charcoal kiln/furnace) (Tshs)

3.1.1 Labour Mandays

SINo. Activities Input Market price

3.2 Wood collection Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total cost
(Tshs)

3.2.1 Labour Mandays

3.3 Equipments Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total cost
(Tshs)

Pieces
(Pcs)
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3.4 Charcoal extraction Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total
Revenue/cost
(Tshs)

3.4.1 Yield (charcoal obtained) Bags
3.4.2 Labour Mandays
3.4.3 Transportation Tshs
3.4.4 Permits Tshs/year

4. For how long do you use the equipments for charcoal preparation before you buy new
ones? .

THE END

THANK YOU!!
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Form No: .

Appendix 4: Checklist for pit-sawyers

A. General information
Date .
Village name .

Region .
Ward .

District. .
Division .

B. Interviewee particulars
Name................................... Age............. Sex .
Number of household members .

Marital Status .

C. Research information
1. Which tree species do you usually use for timber?

2. For how long have you been undertaking this business?

3. Activities and inputs

SINo. Activities Input Market price

Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total cost
(Tshs)

3.1 Tree species selection and Pit-
sawing

3.1.1 Labour Mandays

3.2 Equipments Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total cost
(Tshs)

Pieces (Pes)
SINo. Activities Input Market price

3.3 Timber Sizesof Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total
extraction pieces of Revenue/

timber cost (Tshs)
3.3.1 Yield (Timber m3

obtained)
3.3.2 Labour Mandays
3.3.3 Transportation Tshs
3.3.4 Permits Tshs/year

4. How many times in a month do you extract timber from the forest?

5. For how long do you use the equipments for pit-sawing before you buy new ones?

THE END

THANK YOU!!
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Appendix 5: Checklist for firewood collectors Form No: .

A. General information
Date .
Village name .

Region .
Ward .

District. .
Division .

B. Interviewee particulars
Name................................... Age............. Sex .
Number of household members .

Marital Status .

C. Research information

1. Which tree species do you usually use for firewood?

2. For how long have you been undertaking this business? .

3. Firewood collection by season

Dry season Wet season
Units Units
No. Pieces / week No. Pieces / week
Sizes/piece (ft) Sizes/piece (ft)

4 A . .. d ictivrties an inputs
SINo Activities Input Market price

Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total cost
(Tshs)

4.1 Firewood collection
4.1.1 Labour Mandays

SINo Activities Input Market price

4.2 Equipments Units Quantity Tshs/ Total cost
unit (Tshs)

Pieces
(Pcs)

4.3 Firewood extraction Units Quantity Tshs/unit Total
Revenue/
cost (Tshs)

4.3.1 Yield (firewood obtained) Pcs
4.3.2 Labour Mandays
4.3.3 Transportation Tshs
4.3.4 Permits Tshs/year

THE END: THANK YOU!!
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Appendix 6: Net benefits of forest related land uses

Carbon Shifting Charcoal Fire wood Pitsawing
Storage Cultivation Making collection

Years USDha' y(l TZSha' y(l TZSha" y(l TZSha" vr' TZSha' y(l

1 885.95 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
2 903.56 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66

3 921.16 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
4 938.77 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
5 956.37 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
6 973.98 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
7 991.58 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
8 1009.19 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
9 1026.79 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
10 1044.40 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
11 1062.00 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
12 1079.61 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
13 1097.21 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
14 1114.82 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
15 1132.42 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
16 1150.03 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
17 1167.63 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
18 1185.24 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
19 1202.84 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
20 1220.45 942107.25 1067632.55 984975.20 9068233.66
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Appendix 7: NPV values for forest related land uses

1. NPV values at a discount rate (r) of 20% for a 20 years project horizon

NPV NPV
NPV Carbon NPVShifting Charcoal Firewood

Years Storage Cultivation Making Collection NPV Pitsawing
USD/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year

1 738.29 785089.38 889693.79 820812.67 7556861.38
2 627.47 654241.15 741411.49 684010.56 6297384.49
3 533.08 545200.96 617842.91 570008.80 5247820.4

4 452.72 454334.13 514869.09 475007.33 4373183.67
5 384.34 378611.77 429057.58 395839.44 3644319.73
6 326.18 315509.81 357547.98 329866.20 3036933.10
7 276.73 262924.84 297956.65 274888.50 2530777.59
8 234.70 219104.04 248297.21 229073.75 2108981.32
9 199.00 182586.70 206914.34 190894.79 1757484.44
10 168.68 152155.58 172 428.62 159078.99 1464570.36
11 142.93 126796.32 143690.51 132565.83 1220475.30
12 121.08 105663.60 119742.10 110471.52 1017062.75
13 102.55 88053.00 99785.08 92059.60 847552.29
14 86.83 73377.50 83154.23 76716.34 706293.58
15 73.50 61147.92 69295.19 63930.28 588577.98
16 62.20 50956.60 57746.00 53275.23 490481.65
17 52.63 42463.83 48121.66 44396.03 408734.71
18 44.52 35386.53 40101.39 36996.69 340612.26
19 37.65 29488.77 33417.82 30830.57 283843.55
20 31.83 24573.98 27848.18 25692.15 236536.29
Total 4966.93 4587666.37 5198921.83 4796415.27 44 158 486.85
TZS/ha/year 7280238.31
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2. NPV values at a discount rate (r) of25% for a 20 years project horizon
NPV

NPV NPVShifting Charcoal NPV Firewood
Years Carbon Storage Cultivation Making Collection NPV Pitsawing

USDjhajyear TZSjhajyear TZSjhajyear TZSjhajyear TZSjhajyear
1 708.76 753685.80 854106.04 787980.16 7254586.93
2 578.28 602948.64 683284.83 630384.13 5803669.54
3 471.63 482358.91 546627.87 504307.30 4642935.63

4 384.52 385887.13 437302.29 403445.84 3714348.51
5 313.38 308709.70 349841.83 322 756.67 2971478.81
6 255.32 246967.76 279873.47 258205.34 2377183.04
7 207.95 197574.21 223898.77 206564.27 1901746.44
8 169.31 158059.37 179119.02 165251.42 1521397.15
9 137.81 126447.49 143295.22 132201.13 1217117.72
10 112.14 101158.00 114636.17 105760.91 973694.18
11 91.23 80926.40 91708.94 84608.73 778955.34
12 74.19 64741.12 73367.15 67686.98 623164.27
13 60.32 51792.89 58693.72 54149.58 498531.42
14 49.03 41434.32 46954.98 43319.67 398825.13
15 39.84 33147.45 37563.98 34655.73 319060.11
16 32.37 26517.96 30051.18 27 724.59 255248.09
17 26.29 21214.37 24040.95 22179.67 204198.47
18 21.35 16971.50 19232.76 17743.74 163358.77
19 17.33 13 577.20 15386.21 14194.99 130687.02
20 14.07 10861.76 12308.97 11355.99 104549.62
Total 3765.14 3724981.97 4221294.34 3894476.84 35854736.18
TZSjhajyear 5835963.08
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3. NPV values at a discount rate (r)of 30% for a 20 years project horizon

Years

NPV Carbon NPVShifting NPV NPV Firewood
Storage Cultivation Charcoal Collection

Making

NPV Pitsawing

TZS/ha/yearUSD/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total
TZS/ha/year

681.50
534.65
419.28

328.69
257.58
201.78
158.02
123.72
96.83
75.76
59.26
46.34
36.23
28.31
22.21
17.28
13.50
10.54
8.23
6.42
3126.03
4845352.72

724697.89
557459.91
428815.32

329857.94
253736.87
195182.21
150140.16
115492.43
88840.33
68338.72
52568.24
40437.11
31105.47
23927.28
18405.60
14158.16
10890.89
8377.61
6444.31
4957.16
3123833.62

821255.81
631735.24
485950.18

373807.83
287544.49
221188.07
170144.67
130880.51
100677.32
77 444.09
59572.38
45824.91
35249.93
27 115.33
20857.95
16044.57
12341.98
9493.83
7302.95
5617.65
3540049.66

757673.23
582825.56
448327.36

344867.20
265282.46
204063.43
156971.87
120747.59
92882.76
71448.28
54960.21
42277.09
32520.84
25016.03
19243.10
14802.38
11386.45
8758.81
6737.54
5182.73
3265974.91

6975564.35
5365818.73
4127552.87

3175040.67
2442338.98
1878722.29
1445170.99
1111669.99
855130.76
657792.90
505994.54
389226.57
299405.05
230311.58
177 162.75
136279.04
104830.03
80638.49
62029.60
47715.08
30068395.27
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4. NPV values at a discount rate (r) of 50% for a 20 years project horizon

Years

NPV Carbon NPV Shifting NPV NPV NPV Pitsawing
Storage Cultivation Charcoal Firewood

Making Collection
TZS/ha/yearUSD/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year TZS/ha/year

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Total

TZS/ha/year

590.63
401.58
272.94

185.44
125.94
85.51
58.03
39.38
26.71
18.11
12.28
8.32
5.64
3.82
2.59
1.75
1.19
0.80
0.54
0.37
1841.55
2854408.99

628071.50
418714.33
279142.89

186095.26
124063.51
82709.00
55139.34
36759.56
24506.37
16337.58
10891.72
7261.15
4840.76
3227.18
2151.45
1434.30
956.20
637.47
424.98
283.32
1883647.86

711 755.03 656650.13
474503.36 437766.76
316335.57 291844.50

210890.38 194563.00
140593.59 129 708.67
93729.06 86472.45
62486.04 57 648.30
41657.36 38432.20
27 771.57 25621.47
18514.38 17080.98
12342.92 11387.32
8 228.61 7 591.55
5485.74 5061.03
3657.16 3374.02
2438.11 2 249.35
1 625.41 1499.56
1083.60 999.71
722.40 666.47
481.60 444.32
321.07 296.21
2134622.96 1969357.98

6045489.11
4030326.07
2686884.05

1 791256.03
1194170.69
796113.79
530742.53
353828.35
235885.57
157257.05
104838.03
69892.02
46594.68
31063.12
20708.75
13 80~.83
9203.89
6135.92
4090.62
2727.08
18131013.16
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Appendix 8: Costs and benefits of forest related land uses

1 Shoff If f0 I ma cu rva Ion
Village Name Forest related land Remarks

Resp Amount use
no

Kinyope Shifting cultivation

Farm size (acres) Duration till new Rice farmer, 50 years old, Female, 9 household members
land is cleared

4 acres (1.618777823 2 years (fallow Live in the area because of being born here, and it is good area for Agriculture.
ha) period 8 years) Aquisation of land was through inheritance.

Tshs Total cost (TShs)
Cost (Clearing/acre) Farm for 2 years then clear a new land
Tshs 50,000 100,000

Ploughing 3 people for 10days=30mandays
55,000 220,000

Seed sowing Farm divided to 220 Pieces each Tshs 700/= 154,000/-
38,500 154,000

Fertilizers
1 5,000 Urea 46% N (total of 4bags each 50kg costing Tshs 75,000/- per bag)

300,000
2 Ammonium (total of 4bags each 50kg costing Tshs 50,000/- per bag)

50,000 200,000

Insecticides 60,000 Insecticides Tshs 30,000/- plus labour per acre 7,500/- * 4acres=Tshs 30,000

Irrigation 30,000 Tshs 1000/day for 4months= 30,000/month * 4=120,000 Tshs
120,000

Protection from pest 100,000 Done for 40 days, payment is 40,000 Tshs + lunch(1500tshs*40days)= Tshs
birds 100,000 100,000

Weeding 220 pieces @ costs Tshs500, weeding done twice a season
110,000 220,000
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Equipments 7,500 14,000 Hand hoe 3pcs @tshs 3000/-,Panga 1pc @ tshs 2500, File 1pcs Tshs 2500
Labour for harvesting 80,000 280,000 4 people for 12 days=48mandays, each bag harvested costs Tshs 7,000/-; Tshs

7000*40bags= Tshs 280,000/-
Transport 40,000 40,000 Tsh 1000 per bag * 40 bags = Tshs 40,000/-
Sub_total cost

1,808,000

Harvesting

Yield total harvest 40 bags of rice+husks (mpunga) @ bag sold at Tshs 75,000/-. Each
3,000,000 3,000,000 bag can give 70kg of rice

Net benefit per This is for one farming season
season 1,192,000

Net benefit per year This is for a year, comprising of two farming seasons.
2,384,000

Net benefit/ha/yr TShs
1,472,716

Farm size (acres) Ha Duration till new Rice farmer,Swalehe Omari Munia, 44 years old, Male, 7 household members
land is cleared

Resp 3 1.214083367 4 years Live in the area because of being born here, and it is good area for Agriculture.
no Aquisation of land was through inheritance.

Tshs Total cost (TShs)
Cost (Clearing/acre) 1 acre divided into 100 pieces each costing Tshs 500/-, 3acres has
Tshs 50,000 37,500 300pieces*500= 150,000/- farms for 4 years then clears new land

Ploughing 1 acre divided into 100 pieces each costing Tshs 500/-, 3acres has
50,000 150,000 300pieces* 500= 150,000/-

Seed.sowing 4 debe/acre, 3 acres need 12 debe. @ debe costs Tshs 10,000/- therefore total
120,000 Tshs 120,000/-

Labour seed sowing 15 pieces/day costs Tshs 7500/-, therefore 300 pieces needs 20days = Tshs
150,000 150,000/-

Fertilizers

Given free, through subcidies
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-

Insecticides 0 Not applied

Irrigation Twice a week= 8 times per month, so for 4 months = 32 times for 4months, @
96,000 costs tshs 3,000= 96,000/-Tshs

Protection from pest 100,000 Done for 40 days, payment is 40,000 Tshs + lunch(1500tshs*40days)=Tshs
birds 100,000 100,000

Weeding 300 pieces @ costs Tshs500, weeding done twice a season
150,000 300,000

Equipments Hand hoe 3pcs @tshs 5000/-,Panga 2pc @ tshs 5000, Small hand hoe 3, Tshs
25,000 25,000 3,000/-, Knife 1pcs Tshs 2000

Labour for harvesting 40,000 140,000 20 bags each bag harvested costs Tshs 7,000/-; Tshs 7000*20bags=Tshs
140,000/- this includes transport

Transport 0 0 Done above
Sub_total cost

1,118,500

Harvesting
Yield total harvest 20 bags of rice+husks (mpunga) @ bag sold at Tshs75,000/-. Each

1,500,000 1,500,000 bag can give 70kg of rice

Net benefit per This is for one farming season
season 381,500

Net benefit per year This is for a year, comprising of two farming seasons.
763,000

Net benefit/ha/yr TShs
628,457.67

Farm size (acres) Ha Duration till new Maize farmer, 36 years old, Male,S household members
land is cleared

Resp 2 acres (0.809388911 Amount 2 years Live in the area (11 years) because it is good for Agriculture. Aquisation of land
no. ha) was through opening a new farm by clearing forest.

Tshs Total cost (TShs)
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Cost (Clearing/acre) 1 acre divided into 100 pieces each costing Tshs500/-, 2acres has
Tshs 50,000 50,000 200pieces*500= 100,000/- open new farm after every 2 years

Ploughing 1 acre divided into 100 pieces each costing Tshs 500/-, 3acres has
50,000 100,000 300pieces*500= 150,000/-

Seed sowing 10 kg of seeds, @ Tshs 6000/- = TShs60,000/-
60,000

Labour seed sowing 200 pieces of land @ Tshs 400 = Tshs 80,000/-
80,000

Fertilizers
Not applied

-

Insecticides 0 Not applied

Irrigation Not applied
.-

Pesticides 0 Not applied
-

Weeding 200 pieces @ costs Tshs 600, weeding done twice a season
120,000 240,000

Equipments Hand hoe 2pcs @tshs 5500/-,Panga 2pc @ tshs 5000, File 1 @Tshs 2500
18,500 18,500

Labour for harvesting 44,000 56,000 4 buckets of maize @ 20kg= 80kg of maize, price is Tshs 700/- kg, therefore
80kg *Tshs 700= Tshs 56,000/-

Transport 5,000 15,000 Tshs 1000/- per bag of maize
Sub_total cost

619,500

Harvesting
Yield total harvest 15 bags of maize @ bag 100kg, therefore 1500 kg, price Tshs700/-

1,050,000 1,050,000 per = TShs1,050,000/-

Net benefit per This is for one farming season
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season 430,500

Net benefit per year This is for a year, comprising of two farming seasons.
861,000

Net benefit/ha/yr
Shs 1,063,765.50

Resp Farm size (acres) Amount Duration till new Maize farmer, 30 years old, female, 3 household members
no. land is cleared

1 acres {0.404694456 2 years Live in the area (ll years) because she was born here, also it is good for
ha) Agriculture. Aquisation of land was through buying a piece of land

Total cost (TShs)
shs

Cost 1 acre, clearing after every 2 years
{Clearing/acre)/buyin 50,000 45,000
gland Tshs

Ploughing 1 acre divided into 170 pieces each costing Tshs 500/-, 1acres has 170
85,000 85,000 pieces*500= 85,000/- (size of the pieces 6m by 7m)

Seed sowing 10 kg of seeds, @ Tshs 700/- = TShs7,000/- from previous stock
7,000

Labour seed sowing 5 people per day per acre
20,000

Fertilizers
Not applied

-

Insecticides 0 Not applied

Irrigation Not applied
-

Pesticides 0 Not applied
-

Weeding 170 pieces @ costs Tshs 500, weeding done twice a season
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85,000 170,000

Equipments Hand hoe 2pcs @tshs 5500/-,Panga 2pc @ tshs 5000, File 1 @Tshs2500
18,500 18,500

Labour for harvesting 28,000 2 buckets of maize @ 20kg= 40kg of maize, price is Tshs 700/- kg , therefore
40kg *Tshs 700= Tshs 28,000/-

Transport 10,000 10,000 Tshs 1000/- per bag of maize
Sub_total cost

383,500

Harvesting
Yield total harvest 15 bags of maize @ bag 100kg, therefore 1500 kg, price Tshs700/-

700,000 700,000 per = TShs1,050,000/-

Net benefit per This is for one farming season
season 316,500

Net benefit per year This is for a year, farming done only onces.
316,500

Net benefit/ha/yr
Shs 782,071.50
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2. Charcoal Making
Rsp Village Name Forest related Amount Male, 53 years old, Remarks
no. land use married.

Kinyope Charcoal making
Activities

Tree species used Mchenga, Mfindi, Ng'anje
Period in business Years 30
Labour for furnance Tshs 180000 Preparing furnance Tshs 5000 and clearing area
prep+ clearing area Tshs 10,000/-, for 12 months
labour for Wood Tshs 180000 15000/- tshs for 12 months
collection, packing,
burning
Equipments expenses Tshs 23500 Panga 2pcs Tshs 5000/-, Axe 1pc Tshs 5500/-,

Spade 1 pc tshs 5000/-, File 3pcs/yr tshs 7500/-
Transport Tshs/bag 1000 112500 Total bags produced/ year is 112.5 bags,

transport is tshs 1000/-bag
Permits Tshs/month 20,000 240000 Permits payment for 12 months

Costs
736,000

Output/year
Dry season (June-Oct) Bags/month 5 25 5 bags/month, 5months in dry season= 25 bags in
5months dry season @bags is 80kg
Wet season (Nov-May) Bags/month 1 87.5 12.5 bags/month, 7months wet season= 87.5
7 months 2.5 bags in wet season @bag is 80kg
sub-total charcoal Bags/month 112.5 Number of bags/ year
yield/year
Revenue 112 bags per year, @ bag tshs 12,000/-, produced

1,350,000.0.0 for 12 months (5 mnths dry season, 7months wet
season)

Net Benefit
614,000.00

Rsp Village Name Forest related Male, 32 years old, Remarks
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no. land use Household members is 4
Kinyope Charcoal making
Activities Units

no
Tree species used Names Mng'windi, Mng'eva,

Mchenga
Period in business Years 2
Labour for furnance Tshs 510000 If every 11 days chacoal is produced, then there
prep+ clearing area are 34 number of chacoal production per year
labour for Wood Tshs 884000 Felling trees (4days), collection of wood (4 days)
collection and packing in the furnance (3days). 365/11

days= 34 number of productions, labour costs
26,OOO/-production

Equipments expenses Tshs 32000 Axe 2pcs @ 7000/-, Bushnife 2pcs @ 2500/-,
Spade 2pcs @shs 4000, File 2pcs @ 2500

Transport Tshs/bag 380000 380 bags @ Tshs 1000/-
1000

Permits Tshs/month 20,000 240000

Costs 2046000

Output/year
Dry season (June-Oct) Kg 20 100 Assuming 5 months dry season (June-Oct)
5months
Wet season (Nov-May) Kg 40 280 Assuming 7 months wet season (Nov-May)
7 months
sub-total charcoal Kg 380 bagsof charcoal/year
yield/year
Revenue

4,560,000.00
Net Benefit

2,514,000.00

Rsp Village Name Forest related Male, 45 years old, Remarks
no. land use married.
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Kinyope Charcoal making
Activities

no
Tree species used Mchenga, Mfindi, Ng'anje
Period in business Years 30
Labour for furnance Tshs 180000 Preparing furnance Tshs 5000 and clearing area
prep+ clearing area Tshs 10,000/-, for 12 months
labour for Wood Tshs 360000 Labour costs 30000/- tshs for 12 months
collection, packing,
burning
Equipments expenses Tshs 23500 Panga 2pcs Tshs5000/-, Axe 1pc Tshs 5500/-,

Spade 1 pc tshs 5000/-, File 3pcs/yr tshs 7500/-
Transport Tshs/bag 1000 250000 Total bags produced/ year is 250 bags, transport

is tshs 1000/-bag
Permits Tshs/month 20,000 240000 Permits payment for 12 months

Costs
1,053,500

Outputfyear
Dry season (June-Oct) Bags/month 1 75 15 bags/month, 5months in dry season= 75 bags
5months 5 in dry season @bags is 80kg
Wet season (Nov-May) Bags/month 2 175 25 bags/month, 7months wet season= 175 bags
7 months 5 in wet season @bag is 80kg
sub-total charcoal Bags/month 250 Number of bags/ year
yield/year

Revenu 112 bags per year, @ bag tshs 12,000/-, produced
e 3,000,000.00 for 12 months (5 mnths dry season, 7months wet

season)
Net

Benefit 1,946,500.00
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3. Pitsawying

Rsp Village Name Units Amount Forest related land use Remarks
no.

Ruhoma Pit-sawing 35 years old, male, married, number of household members 3.
no Activities

Tree species Mninga, Mtumbati, Mmbamba
used kofi/Mkongo, Mvule, msufi,

mtanga, mtondo
Period in Years 12
business
Labour; tree Tshs Work costs tshs 50,000/ done in 4 days. This done twice a
species 1,200,000 month=100,000/-
selection and
pit-sawing
Equipments Tshs 84,500 Saws 2pcs @ shs 50,000/-+25000/-, for 2 years= 75,000/2=
expenses 37,500/-. Axe 1pc tshs 5,000/-, Spade 1 pc tshs 4,000/-, File 12

pcs/year @ Tshs 2,500/-= 30,000/=, Bushknife 1pc tshs 3000,
Tape 1 pc tshs 5000/-

Transport Tshs/piec 500 70 pcs month @ tshs 500 for transpoting, then multiplied by 12
e 420,000 months a yr

Permits Tshs/mon 20,000 Tshs 20,000 for 12 months
th 240,000

Costs
1,944,500

Output/year
Lumber Pcs/mont 70 840 Lumber size of those pieces 21*8"*8ft = 0.02517053 mll3

h
0.02517053

Sub-total pcs 840 21.14324546
Lumber
yield/year
Revenue 21.14324546 mll3

4,200,000.00
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Net Benefit
2,255,500.00

Saws= Lasts
for 2 years
File= Lasts for
a month
Spade= Lasts
for a year

Rsp Village Name Units Forest related land use Remarks
no

Ruhoma Pit-sawing , Male married
Activities

no
Tree species Mninga, Mtumbati, Mmbamba
used kofi/Mkongo, Mvule, mtanga,
Period in Years 8
business
Labour; tree Tshs Work costs tshs 40,000/ done in 4 days. This done twice a
species 960,000 month=80,OOO/-
selection and
pit-sawing
Equipments Tshs 97,300 Saws2pcs @ shs 50,000/-+45000/-, for 2 years= 95,000/2=
expenses 47,500/-. Axe 1pc tshs 5,000/-, Spade 1 pc tshs 5,000/-, File 12

pcs/year @ Tshs 2,500/-= 30,000/=, Bushknife 1pc tshs
3000/6months*2=tshs6,OOO/year, Tape 1 pc tshs 5000/-, Rope
tshs=1000, ruler Tshs=300.

Transport Tshs/piec 500 70 pcs month @ tshs 500 for transpoting, then multiplied by 12
e 600,000 months a yr

Permits Tshs/mon 20,000 Tshs 20,000 for 12 months
th 240,000
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Costs
1,897,300

Output/year
Lumber Pcs/mont Lumber size ofthose pieces 1.25"*8"*10ft = 0.019664477 m"3

h 00 1200
0.019664477

Sub-total pcs 1200 23.59737216
Lumber
yield/year
Revenue 23.59737216 m"3

4,800,000.00
Net Benefit

2,902,700.00

Equipments units
(length of
stay)
Saws year
File month
Spade

ear

xe ear
Rope

ear
Ruler

ear

Rsp Village Name Units Forest related land use Remarks
no.

Ruhoma Pit-sawing Male, 30 years, Married, 5 household members
Activities

no
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Tree species Mninga, Mtumbati, Mmbamba
used kofi/Mkongo
Period in Years 4
business
Labour; tree Tshs Work costs tshs 40,000/ done in 4 days. This done twice a
species 960,000 month=80,OOO/-
selection and
pit-sawing
Equipments Tshs 89,800 Saws 2pcs @ shs 50,000/-+30000/-, for 2 years= 80,000/2=
expenses 40,000/-. Axe 1pc tshs 5,000/-, Spade 1 pc tshs 5,000/-, File 12

pcs/year @ Tshs 2,500/-= 30,000/=, Bushknife 1pc tshs
3000/6months*2=tshs6,OOO/year, Tape 1 pc tshs 5000/-, Rope
tshs=1000, ruler Tshs=300.

Transport Tshs/piec 500 90 pcs month @ tshs 500 for transpoting, then multiplied by 12
e 540,000 months a yr

Permits Tshs/mon 20,000 Tshs 20,000 for 12 months
th 240,000

Costs
1,829,800

Output/year
Lumber Pcs/mont 90 1080 Lumber size of those pieces 2"*4"*10ft

h
0.015679969

Sub-total pcs 1080 16.93436613
lumber
yield/year
Revenue 16.93436613 mJ\3

3,240,000.00
Net Benefit

1,410,200.00

Equipments units
(length of
stay)
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Saws year
File month
Spade year
Axe year
Rope year
Ruler year

Rsp Village Name Units Forest related land use Remarks
no.

Kinyope Pit-sawing Male, Age 46 years, Married
Activities

no
Tree species Mninga, Mtumbati, Mmbamba
used kofi/Mkongo, Mvule
Period in Years 1
business
Labour; tree Tshs Work costs tshs 50,000/ done in 4 days
species 50,000
selection and
pit-sawing
Equipments Tshs 37,000 Saws 2pcs @ shs 45,000/-, Axe 1pc tshs 5,000/-, Spade 1 pc tshs
expenses 4,000/-, File 12 pcs/year @ Tshs 2,500/-= 30,000/=, Bushknife

1pc tshs 3000, Tape 1 pc tshs 5000/-
Transport Tshs/piec 500 30 pcs per week, 4 times a month =120 pcs @ tshs 500 for

e 720,000 transpoting, then multiplied by 12 months a yr
Permits Tshs/mon Tshs 20,000 for 12 months

th 0,000 240,000
Costs

1,147,000
Output/year
Lumber Pes/week 440 Lumber size of those pieces 1.5"*12"*7ft = 0.024779563 ml\3

0
0.024779563

Sub-total pcs 440 35.68257122
Lumber
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yield/year

Revenue 35.68257122 m"3
7,200,000.00

Net Benefit
6,053,000.00

Conversion factors

1 inche = 2.54 centimetres
aws= Lasts for
a year

1 foot = 30.48 cm = 12 inch
ile= Lastsfor a
month

1 m = 100 cm
pade= Lasts
for a year

Rsp Village Name Units Forest related land use Remarks
no.

Kinyope Pit-sawing , Male, Age 41, Married
Activities

no
Tree species Mkongo, Mninga, Mtumbati,
used Mtanga, Mvule
Period in Years 2
business
Labour; tree Tshs Work costs tshs 75,000/ done in 3 days by 2 people, 15 pcs of
species 75,000 1.5"*10"*8ft
selection and
pit-sawing
Equipments Tshs 30,000 Saws2pcs = 1pc for cutting @ shs 25,000/-+ 1pc for sawing
expenses @tshs 50,000/-, Axe 1pc tshs 5,500/-, Spade 1 pc tshs 5,000/-,

File 12 pcs/year @ Tshs 3,000/-= 36,000/=, Bushknife 1pc tshs
3000, Tape 1 pc tshs 5000/-, Ruler tshs 500
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Transport Tshs/piec 500 100 pcs per month = @ costs tshs 500 for transpoting
e 600,000

Permits Tshs/mon 20,000 Tshs 20,000 for 12 months
th 240,000

Costs
1,045,000

utput/year
Timber Pcs/mont 100 200 Timber size of those pieces 1.5"* 10" *8ft = 0.023597372 m"3

h
0.023597372

1200 28.31684659
ub-total cs
Timber
yield/year
Revenue 28.31684659 m"3

6,000,000.00
Net Benefit

4,955,000.00
Conversion factors

Saws= Lasts 1 inche = 2.54 centimetres
for 2 years
File= Lasts for 1 foot = 30.48 cm = 12 inch
a month
Spade= Lasts 1 m = 100 cm
for a year
Axe = Lasts for
10 years

Rsp Village Name Units Forest related land use Remarks
no.

Kinyope Pit-sawing Male, 35 years, Married, 6 household members
Activities

no
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Tree species Mmbamba kofi/Mkoo,
used Mtumbati, Mvule, Mkangazi,

Mtanga, Msufi
Period in Years 5
business
Labour; tree Tshs Work costs tshs 40,000/ done in 4 days. This done twice a
species 960,000 month=80,OOO/-
selection and
pit-sawing
Equipments Tshs 9,800 Saws 2pcs @ shs 50,000/-+30000/-, for 2 years= 80,000/2=
expenses 40,000/-. Axe 1pc tshs 5,000/-, Spade 1 pc tshs 5,000/-, File 12

pcs/year @ Tshs 2,500/-= 30,000/=, Bushknife 1pc tshs
3000/6months*2=tshs6,OOO/year, Tape 1 pc tshs 5000/-, Rope
tshs=1000, ruler Tshs=300.

Transport Tshs/piec 500 100 pesmonth @ tshs 500 for transpoting, then multiplied by
e 600,000 12 months a yr

Permits Tshs/rnon 20,000 Tshs 20,000 for 12 months
th 240,000

Costs
1,889,800

Output/year
Timber Pcs/mont 100 200 Timber size of those pieces 2"*4"*10ft = 0.015731581 mJ\3

h
0.015731581

sub-total pcs 200 18.87789773
Timber
yield/year
Revenue 18.87789773 mJ\3

3,600,000.00

et Benefit 1,710,200.00
Conversion factors

Equipments units 1 inche = 2.54 centimetres
(length of
stay)
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Saws year 1 foot = 30.48 em = 12 ineh

File month 1 m = 100 em

Spade year

Axe year

Rope year

Ruler year
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4. Firewood collection
Rsp Village Name Units Amount Forest related land use Remarks
no.

Rutamba ya sasa Firewood _collector/vendor Male, 60 years old, Single, Household members= 1
Activities
Tree species used Mng'ungulu, Mmalala,

Mtanga, Mtapwiche
Period in business Years 15
Labour firewood Tshs/ 390000 Costs of production 7500/- per wk, a year has 52
collectionand wk weeks
transport
Equipments expenses Tshs 10,000 Axe 1 pc @ 5000/- for 2 years, Bushnife 2pcs @

2500/-= 5000/-, File 1 pc @ 2500
Permits Tshs/ 0 Free permit

monh
Costs 400000

Output/year
Dry season M"3 44 Assuming 5 months (22wk) dry season (June-Oct)

4 (collecting 2 m"3/week @ has 30pcs offirewood =60
pices)= 2m"3/wk*22 wks= 44 m"3

Wet season M"3 90 Assuming 7 months (30wk) wet season (Nov-May)
0 (collecting 3 M"3/week @ has 30pcs of firewood =90

pices)= 3m"3/wk*30 wks= 90 m"3
sub-total firewood M"3 134 M"3 offire wood
yield pes/year
Revenue

1,005,000
Net Benefit

605,000.00

Equipments (length of units
0 stay)

Axe Year
File Year
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1,705,000.00

Equipments (length of units
0 stay)

Axe Year
File Year
Bushknife Mont

h

Rsp Village Name Units Forest related land use Remarks
no.

Rutamba ya sasa Firewood_collector/vendor Male, 55 years old, Married, Household members is 4
Activities

no
Tree species used Mtanga, Mng'ungulu,

Mmalala, Mfindi
Period in business Years 2
Labour firewood Tshs/ 390000 Costs of production 7500/- per wk, a year has 52
collectionand wk weeks
transport
Equipments expenses 10,000 Axe 1 pc @ 5000/- for 2 years, Bushnife 2pcs @

shs 2500/-= 5000/-, File 1 pc @ 2500
Permits Tshs/ 0 Free permit

mont
h

Costs 400000

Output/year
Dry season MA3 44 44 Assuming 5 months (22wk) dry season (June-Oct)

(collecting 2mA3/week @ has 30pcs of firewood =60
pices)= 2mA3/wk*22 wks= 44 mA3

Wet season MA3 120 Assuming 7 months (30wk) wet season (Nov-May)
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20 (collecting 4m"3/week @ has 30pcs of firewood =120
pices)= 4m"3/wk*30 wks= 120 m"3

sub-total firewood M"3 164 M"3 offire wood
yield pes/year
Revenue

1,230,000
Net Benefit

830,000.00

Equipments (length of units
0 stay)

Axe Year
File Year
Bushknife Mont

h


